
Painting your Character



Create a new 
letter sized file 
or if you 
created a 
Collage sketch 
you can open 
that file.

Then

open> place  
your jpeg of 
your line 
drawing



Edit Free 
transform

Scale it to 
fit … do not 
warp



Lock the line layer



Create a new blank 
layer for the 
painting layer.



Step one: Blocking in your paint and colors

 Blocking in is a common and relatively 
simple method of underpainting that 
allows an artist to quickly sketch out the 
work by painting in simple “blocks,” 
or shapes, of color. 

As you can see in the side by side 
example to the side. The right is the 
blocked in version and the right is 
finished product.   She ( the artist)  has 
made a basic plan by blocking in 
shapes and indicating where the areas 
of highlights and dark shadows would be. 
The rest of the layers of paint added the 
details and nuance of color, light, and 
shadow, resulting in the lovely finished 
work pictured on the right.



Here is a really 
simple and easy way 
to block in solid 
colors in photopea.

I hate that she is 
painting on the line 
layer and highly 
suggest doing it on a 
seperate blank layer 
as blending will be 
easier down the road

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zai9rrQ00ps


These tutorials are a bit more advanced than 
slide before. But if you are up for a challenge 
check these out and try their methods of 
digital painting

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eg-mOxJdrU4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXxjIBcPKAk


Mrs ras’s style 
of digital 
painting
Using either your reference  
pictures or your sketch 
collage… use the colors to 
help paint solid shapes 
according to the reference.

Choose your paint brush

Adjust the size and make the 
hardness 100

Press Alt to get the 
eyedropper and choose a 
color

Let gp of alt and begin to 
paint on the painting layer 
and block out a solid color 
shape



Continue to 
paint shapes 
of solid color 
and fill up the 
subject 



Once 
the 
subject 
is filled 
up 
begin to 
block 
out the 
backgro
und



Continue to block in all your painting! 



To blend on photopea 
lower your opacity (like 20) 
and then make the edge of 
your brush soft ( hardness 
to 0)and begin to overlap 
low opacity colors on top of 
one another until the color 
changes begin to look 
smooth



This video will show blending …. Please note that 
photopea does not have a mixer brush tool 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5c491Fif1E4


Continue to blend as much or as 
little as needed until your piece feels 
clear ( no blended details or edges) 
but smooth too!


